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Intuitive Reporting
Chrome River ANALYTICS allows 

business users to leverage modern 

ad hoc functionality quickly and 

easily generate complex reports and 

dashboards from multiple sources 

without IT intervention.

Gain Insights
With our powerful DATA EXPLORER 

visualizations, business users can easily 

identify critical spend patterns that may 

have been overlooked in text form. 

DATA EXPLORER provides actionable 

insights to help your organization 

make smarter T&E spend decisions.

Increase Control
Enhance your level of control over 

your finances by understanding where 

you’re spending so that you can make 

cost-saving business decisions. 

ANALYTICS allows you to operate 

more efficiently financially.

Chrome River ANALYTICS is powered by a world-class business 

intelligence reporting engine which converts expense spend 

data into compelling, intuitive reports. Chrome River ANALYTICS 

delivers a bundled set of standard reports, in addition to the 

flexibility to create custom reports through a browser-based 

report writer. Analyze spend by expense category to uncover 

strategic opportunities for better negotiated rates with hotels, 

rentals cars and more. With Chrome River ANALYTICS, users 

can generate impactful reports and analyses on their own for 

efficient and effective decision making.

Global organizations are capturing large volumes of expense 

data, but are challenged with uncovering insights. They are using 

manual processes to drill into their data, limiting their ability to 

be agile with spend decisions. Chrome River DATA EXPLORER, a 

part of the ANALYTICS suite, empowers your team by offering an 

enhanced way to take advantage of spend data. DATA EXPLORER 

summarizes critical information into data visualizations enabling 

anyone to easily identify patterns and opportunities. With DATA 

EXPLORER, you will empower your organization to make smarter 

budgeting decisions and drive meaningful growth.

Using Chrome River DATA EXPLORER with ANALYTICS delivers compelling reports to your team while empowering 

you to uncover cost-saving opportunities and make strategic business decisions to drive growth. 
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Transform expense data 
into actionable insights
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Custom Reports
•	 Chrome River provides flexibility through a browser-based 

report writer, so custom reports can be created. Select  

the data you want and easily construct a report of almost 

any type.

Visualizations
•	 Take advantage of graphical, drag and drop web-based 

visualizations that makes it easy for non-technical  

users to discover patterns and dependencies within 

financial data.

Effortless deployment and maintenance
•	 There is no software to install and no desktop client to 

maintain. Our internet application makes powerful ad 

hoc applications readily available via the Web for users 

across your enterprise.

Speedy Query Response Times
•	With DATA EXPLORER, you can leverage speedy, powerful 

columnar database technology to ensure you get the 

data you need to make better business decisions while 

saving you valuable time.

Analytics reports are very helpful and 
we are identifying ways we can save 
money and where we might have been 
entitled to credits on corporate cards.
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